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2 Viardot sings Handel (with thanks to George
Sand, Chopin, Meyerbeer, Gounod,
and Julius Rietz)

ellen t. harris

No one has surpassed Handel – no one ever will surpass him.…Handel is
superior, even in the opera, to all composers past or present.

George Sand, Consuelo (1842)

Opera in the Ottocento was not always nineteenth-century in origin nor
were its fashions wholly romantic in nature. The revival of Gluck’s operas by
Berlioz paralleled Mendelssohn’s recovery of Bach’s vocal music, and one
finds, in addition to many operas based on romantic epics and dramas,
a small but significant return in newly written operas to topics based on
classical history and mythology. Arias and scenas by Lully, Marcello,
Handel, and Pergolesi were performed and studied, and these had an
important impact on both instrumental music and opera. Among the
composers of nineteenth-century opera most affected by these classicizing
trends, Berlioz, Meyerbeer, and Gounod stand out in particular. But prob-
ably no one was more significant to the legacy of eighteenth-century opera
in the Ottocento than the singer Pauline Garcia Viardot (1821–1910).

Viardot’s veneration of the music of the eighteenth century is well
documented. Her depiction of Orpheus in Gluck’s opera Orphée, which
role Berlioz adapted especially for Viardot, became, perhaps, her signature
operatic role; this was followed by the title role of Gluck’s Alceste, also
adapted by Berlioz. A devotee of Bach, she shared this deep interest at first
with Chopin andMendelssohn and, later, with her Berlin friend Julius Rietz,
a conductor, composer, and editor of Mendelssohn’s complete works for
Breitkopf & Härtel. She and Chopin enjoyed playing through the Psalms of
Benedetto Marcello, and these pieces became a regular part of her recital
repertoire; the Psalms also left an indelible impression on George Sand, who
in her thinly veiled biographical novel based on the life of Viardot,Consuelo,
described the rapturous effect of hearing them sung.1 Viardot was also a
well-known collector of music manuscripts. She purchased the autograph of
Mozart’sDonGiovanni in 1855 after the Österreichische Nationalbibliothek
in Vienna, the Königliche Bibliothek in Berlin, and the British Museum in
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London declined the opportunity, and she created a shrine for the manu-
script in her house where friends, including such disparate composers as
Rossini, Fauré, and Tchaikovsky, came to pay obeisance.2 In 1858 Rietz
presented Viardot with the autograph of the Bach cantata “Du Hirte Israel,
höre” (BWV 104), as a gift.3 As early as 1840, when the Viardots were in
Rome on their honeymoon, the Abbé Fortunato Santini gave her a manu-
script containing twenty-nine Italian, mostly late seventeenth-century arias
for voice and continuo.4 Santini’s extraordinary library of music manu-
scripts and printed music was a treasure trove for someone like Viardot. She
is known, for example, to have copied Pergolesi’s Sicilienne at this time from
Santini’s collection,5 and his gift of a manuscript was an acknowledgment of
her musical knowledge and curiosity.6 The presence of three Handel extracts
in the Viardot materials now housed in the Houghton Library of Harvard
University provides yet more evidence of her musical interests: the collection
includes a recitative and two arias fromHandel’s chamber cantatas copied out
by Viardot herself; an aria from the opera Alcina, reorchestrated by Gounod;
and a scena from the secular oratorio Hercules copied by Rietz.7

The operas of George Frideric Handel had no place in the operatic
repertory of the nineteenth century. From the moment Handel himself
stopped producing his operas in 1741 to the twentieth century, the excep-
tions are so few as can be counted on one hand. In 1743 and 1748, Handel’s
Alessandro was adapted and produced under the title Rossane, and in 1754,
his Admeto was revived, the last performance of an opera by Handel during
his lifetime.8 In 1787, Samuel Arnold, editor of the first collected works of
Handel, prepared a version of Giulio Cesare, but this was less a revival than
“a pasticcio from various Handel operas put together.”9 Thereafter, per-
formances became even rarer, unless one includes productions of Handel’s
English secular works, such as Acis and Galatea.10 The only production of
an opera seria by Handel in the nineteenth century was a condensation of
his first opera, Almira (composed in Hamburg), into one act as part of a
triple bill in 1878 “to celebrate the bicentenary of the Hamburg Opera.”11

If Handel’s operas were little known, the cantatas were largely unknown,
and the oratorio Hercules was not among the cherished, English-language
works of Handel regularly performed: it was revived at Oxford in 1766 and
1768, and not apparently heard again until a revival at Düsseldorf in 1875.12

The Handel Commemoration of 1784 and “TheWorks of Handel, in Score;
Correct, Uniform, and Complete” published between 1787 and 1797 under
the editorial direction of Samuel Arnold (hereafter the Arnold edition)
provide a good indication of the corpus of music by Handel that did survive
into the early years of the nineteenth century.
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The Handel Commemoration consisted of three, discrete concerts.13

The first focused on Handel’s ceremonial music and was repeated “by
Command of his Majesty.” The third presentedMessiah, and this was also
repeated. The only concert to feature operatic arias was the second, and
this was the only one not repeated. The selections included single move-
ments from Ottone, Giulio Cesare, Rodelinda, Riccardo primo, Tolomeo,
Ezio, Sosarme, Orlando, and Atalanta. Nothing from the cantatas was
performed at the commemoration.

The same preferences govern the volumes published in the Arnold
edition.14 The orchestral and ceremonial music is privileged, and twenty-
four oratorios of various types (biblical and secular dramas, English odes)
appear complete. Of the operas, however, the edition publishes only five:
Sosarme, Teseo, Giulio Cesare, Agrippina, and the revised Il pastor fido
with its prologue, Terpsicore. And there were other ellipses. Of the more
than 100 Italian chamber cantatas, the edition offers only fourteen, twelve
with continuo accompaniment and two with additional instruments. Of
course, the Arnold edition, despite its omissions, was a remarkable achieve-
ment for its time and served to disseminate much music by Handel that
was no longer performed. Beethoven treasured his set,15 andMendelssohn
writes of receiving his in 1835 when Chopin was visiting: “My collection of
Haendel’s works arrived before Chopin’s departure and were a source of
quite childish delight to him.”16 Nevertheless, the Arnold edition offers
no explanation for Viardot’s interest in specific operatic arias by Handel
and provides the source only for those movements she copied from the
cantatas.

I am unable at this point to offer definitive dates for any of the manuscript
scores that survive in the Viardot papers at Harvard, but the outline of her
life offers a likely chronology that is supported as well by some aspects of the
scores themselves. The cantata movements in Viardot’s hand, for example,
probably date from around 1840, when she was spending a good deal of
time with Chopin and George Sand at their home in Nohant and was also in
contact with Mendelssohn in Leipzig. The cantatas are copied directly from
the Arnold edition of Handel’s works, and Mendelssohn writes of his copy
in the same letter quoted above:

they really are so beautiful that I am charmed with them, thirty-two great folios,
bound in thick green leather, in the usual distinguished English fashion, and on the
back, in big gold letters, the title and contents of each volume; … on picking up
“Samson” at random, just at the very beginning I found a grand aria for Samson
which is quite unknown and which yields in beauty to none of Haendel’s; so you see
what pleasure is in store for me in all the thirty-two volumes.17

Viardot sings Handel 11
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Both Mendelssohn and Chopin appreciated older music, considering the
scores of Handel and Bach in particular as a kind of classical ideal. Chopin,
for example, wrote to his family from Berlin in 1828 that he had heard “with
satisfaction” a certain amount of standard repertory, “however the oratorio
Caecilien fest by Handel more approached the ideal that I had formed.”18

One imagines Viardot sharing Chopin’s “childish delight” in discovering
musical treasures during the reading sessions they had together at the piano.
When one reads that the title character of George Sand’s Consuelo “sud-
denly” begins “to sing a stanza of Handel’s Te Deum, which she had recently
read and admired,” or perform Marcello’s psalm “I cieli immensi nar-
rano,”19 one glimpses some of the riches that Chopin and Viardot must
have discovered together.

Viardot’s earliest introduction to Handel’s cantatas may have come in
Santini’s library, as the abbé possessed a particularly fine collection of
Handel’s Roman compositions.20 Without doubt, however, her immediate
source for the extracts she copied was the Arnold edition. Viardot specifi-
cally labels the excerpts Cantata III and Cantata VII, as they appear in that
publication.21 Further, she writes out the movements in the keys given by
Arnold (who transposed the originals) and copies tied half notes in the bass
(instead of one whole note) at points where this occurs, due to a line break,
in the Arnold edition (see Fig. 2.1, third system, m. 2).22 Her choice of
movements makes an odd grouping: the opening recitative and aria of Sento
là che ristretto (“Sento là che ristretto –Mormorando esclaman l’onde”) and
the opening title aria of Sei pur bella. The opening recitative-aria pair, in
E minor and A minor, leads directly into an aria in D minor with no
intervening recitative. I think it unlikely that these movements were copied
for the purpose of performing them as a unit, and I have found no evidence
that Viardot ever performed publicly any part of this selection. The tran-
scriptions are interesting primarily as one of the earliest indications of
attention to Handel’s cantatas, a genre even less known than his operas,
and for their confirmation of Viardot’s musicianship.

A first-rate pianist, she omits most of Arnold’s figures, and a simple
harmonic realization is penciled into only the first seven measures of the
vocal line. She consistently adds vocal slurs, however, whereas Arnold
provides none. At one point, she properly amends Arnold’s underlay, and
she seems intuitively to fix errors. In the first aria, for example, she corrects
Arnold’s measure of five eighth notes to a quarter note followed by four
eighth notes (see Fig. 2.1, fourth system, m. 12). At the close of the A section
(see Fig. 2.1, last system), she makes a rare error, her eye having slipped
down a system in the Arnold edition (the bass line is at first identical); as
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a result, she skips five measures, adding them in the blank staff between the
voice and the bass and cueing the ritornello in the continuo part.
The transcription of the aria “Verdi prati” from Alcina is both more

interesting and more mysterious; its title page reads: “Verdi Prati | Aria di
Contralto | (Nell’Alcina.) | Haendel.” Reorchestrated by Charles Gounod,
the arrangement probably dates from about 1850, during the period of
Viardot’s close association with the composer.23 In 1849 Viardot arranged
for Gounod to write his first opera based on a libretto by Emile Augier with
the promise that she would sing the leading role.24 The next year, as he was
working on the opera, Gounod and his mother moved in to the Viardots’
house in Courtavenel. In 1851 Sapho premiered with Viardot in the title
role. In 1852, however, there was a definitive rupture in their relationship
after Gounod snubbed Viardot at the time of his marriage. The most likely
period for Gounod to have worked on “Verdi prati,” therefore, would
have been during his time at Courtavenel. One imagines that Viardot
explored musical scores with Gounod in much the same way she had with
Chopin. At least George Sand, who had recently visited Courtavenel,
seemed to think this would have been a natural pursuit for them when
she wrote on 16 March 1851 asking if they could arrange some music by
Lully for the production of her play Molière.

MaMignonne, I am doing aMolière in three acts with a prologue for the Théâtre de
la Gaîté.25…Ask Gounod, ask yourself, if you will have the time, between the two of
you, as a pastime in a spare hour, to disinter for me and to arrange for me (for
a wretched orchestra, probably) some motifs of Lully or of Mr. Championnet
[Charpentier?] who, I believe, wrote the music for the comedies of Molière.26

Viardot responded that Gounod was “delighted” to oblige and already
working on “this little task.” In fact, Viardot was performing Lully publicly
at just this time (9 March and 6 April 1851), the only time she appears to
have done so. Nevertheless, the project came to naught, for the conductor at
the theater refused to perform Lully unless, as was the custom, he were to
arrange it himself.27 Viardot’s inclusion of the tenor aria for Meduse, “J’ai
perdu la beauté,” from Lully’s Persée in the École classique du chant (1860),
may, however, be the result of this period when she and Gounod made
arrangements of Lully’s music for Sand.28

Orchestral arrangements provided a means of resuscitating “old” music
for audiences during the late eighteenth, nineteenth, and early twentieth
centuries. With the addition of woodwinds and brass, it was possible not
only to enhance orchestral color, but also to fill in harmonies that would
originally have been left to the continuo. Mozart’s reorchestrations of Handel
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for Gottfried van Swieten represent, in some respects, the touchstone of
this practice,29 but even his arrangements were not universally praised.
The English composer William Shield in his Rudiments of Thorough Bass
for Young Harmonists; and Precepts for their Progressive Advancement,…
with Annotations, Anecdotes, Fac-similes, and a Harmonical Synopsis
(London, 1815) devoted two pages to quotations from Mozart’s orches-
tration of Messiah, offering both criticism and praise.30 He allows, for
example, that Mozart’s obbligato accompaniment for violas in two parts
added to the “divine” duet “O Death, where is thy sting,” which Handel
had composed with a continuo accompaniment, “is admirable, and ren-
ders solemnity more solemn.” His criticisms, however, are more numer-
ous. To take only one example, he writes of the first vocal melisma in the
tenor aria “Every Valley” (on the word “exalted”) that Mozart’s addition of
two flutes and two bassoons in alternation with Handel’s punctuated
string accompaniment would have rendered “the chaste style & sweet
voice of a well remembered &much regretted Oratorio Singer… inaudible
by this intrusion of wind Instruments during a division.”

As the nineteenth century progressed, opposition to added accompani-
ments increased as efforts were made to establish a complete collected
edition of Handel’s work with accurate and original musical texts. In 1838
Mendelssohn proposed to his publisher Simrock, and later to Breitkopf &
Härtel, that an edition be prepared of “the original scores of some of
Handel’s greatest oratorios … [so that] we would at last have in Germany
the authentic Handel.”31 Clearly, however, Viardot and Sand were not
similarly averse to arrangements and reorchestrations. Nor apparently
was Gounod. His willingness to make adaptations of earlier music is
apparent both in his arrangements of Lully for Sand’s Molière in 1851 and
in his numerous versions between 1852 and 1859 of J. S. Bach’s first prelude
in C major, including, finally, the Ave Maria text. Furthermore, by reor-
chestrating a Handel aria for Viardot, he followed in the footsteps of one of
his operatic models, Giacomo Meyerbeer.

The Handel aria that Viardot seems to have sung more than any other is
“Lascia ch’io pianga” from Rinaldo. It was a particular favorite of Sand, as is
evident in the letter she wrote to Viardot on 1 December 1847 following the
rupture in her relationship with Chopin:

I fled Paris, but I would like to see you were it only for two days. I would not like to
die without having heard you sing one more time for me Lascia ch’io pianga … It
seems to me that I would then be able to cry, which has not happened to me for a
long time. I have not been able to shed a tear over my distresses and it’s still as if

Viardot sings Handel 15
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I have a block of marble on my breast. It’s very heavy, and it stifles me. Your voice,
your divine vocal timbre, would make it melt and instead of going mad like the
gloomy Saul at the sound of young David’s harp, I would be cured as was the king of
Spain by Farinelli’s singing.32

Viardot had included the aria in her first concert tour of 1838, and it
became a regular feature of her concerts, including one arranged in 1843
by Meyerbeer. Her professional relationship with Meyerbeer from this time
led, ultimately, to her creation of the role of Fidès in Le prophéte. In the years
immediately leading up to the premiere of this work at the Paris Opéra in
1849, Viardot and Meyerbeer remained in touch with each other, and her
musical input had an effect on the final state of the opera. Apparently, like
Chopin and Gounod, Meyerbeer too explored early repertory with Viardot,
and one of his gifts to her was a reorchestration of “Lascia ch’io pianga.”
In a concert at Covent Garden on 12 May 1848, in which both she and
Chopin performed, Viardot was “rapturously encored in Handel’s Lascia
ch’io pianga from Rinaldo, beautifully scored by Meyerbeer expressly for
her.”33 (I have not located a copy of this score.)
Gounod’s arrangement of “Verdi prati,” in contrast to Mozart’s more

elaborate reorchestrations, eschews counterpoint and harmonic enrich-
ment. Rather, the flute, clarinet, horns, and contrabass amplify and color
Handel’s string accompaniment, which already provides a complete har-
monization. The new orchestration is characterized by having the first
violins double the voice at pitch, resulting in a warmer accompaniment,
especially for a rich mezzo-soprano voice, than Handel’s violin doubling of
the voice an octave higher.34 As a result of this change in register, and to
maintain the violin on the higher line, the first and second violins some-
times switch parts, thus shifting the doubling to the second violin. Gounod
includes the vocal line, with its text “Verdi prati,” only for the first two
measures; yet it seems that the arrangement was intended to be sung.
Whereas Handel’s original aria begins and concludes with an orchestral
ritornello, Gounod’s reorchestration eliminates the concluding ritornello, so
that the aria ends with the voice. Fermatas over each beat of the penultimate
measure indicate a marked rallentando and probably signal an elaborate
cadenza.35

It is not clear on what source Gounod based this reorchestration. Alcina
was not published in the Arnold edition, and “Verdi prati” was not per-
formed at the Handel Commemoration, but the aria continued to circulate
in single prints, and some of these would surely have been available to
Viardot.36 The aria was also published in the first volume of Domenico
Corri’s anthologies of songs and duets.37 Corri’s detailed discussion of
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performance practice would probably have interested the Garcia family:
in addition to performing themselves, Viardot’s parents were seriously
engaged in training singers, and her brother, Manuel Garcia, became
renowned as a vocal pedagogue. The three volumes of Corri’s A Select
Collection of the Most Admired Songs, Duetts, &c. appeared in the 1780s.
There is no added instrumentation in Corri’s version of “Verdi prati.” As in
Gounod’s arrangement, however, the first violin doubles the voice at unison,
and elaborate cadenzas for the voice and first violin in the penultimate
measure of the vocal part are suggestive of what Viardot might have added at
that point. Corri’s version retains the final ritornello. Friedrich Chrysander’s
edition of Alcina (1858) does not seem musically to have been a source for
Gounod, and further, it postdates his close relationship with Viardot, which
ended in 1852.

“Verdi prati” is a rondo, andGounod’s specific scoring decisions throughout
the aria are often unexpected in relation to the form, but intriguing. The text
describes how Alcina’s magic island reverts to its natural desert state when her
power is vanquished. In the voice of the previously enchanted knight Ruggiero,
the aria expresses lingering regret for the destruction of such delights.38

Verdi prati, e selve amene Verdant meadows, pleasant shade,
Perderete la beltà. All your beauties soon shall fade.
Vaghi fior, correnti rivi Fragrant flow’rs, crystal rills,
La vaghezza, la bellezza
Presto in voi si cangerà. Soon your Sweets will all decay,

And your pride will soon away.
Verdi prati, etc. Verdant meadows, etc.
E cangiato il vago oggetto Each gay prospect now we see

Rising in its full delight
All’orror del primo aspetto In its first horror soon shall be
Tutto in voi ritornerà A rude unpleasing sight.
Verdi prati, etc. Verdant meadows, etc.

The aria opens with Handel’s orchestration for the first four measures of
the ritornello (the antecedent phrase).

The extended consequent phrase (beginning with the same first measure
as the antecedent), provides a contrast by using all of the added instruments
(see Fig. 2.2). At the entry of the voice, these drop out once again, remaining
tacet through the first statement of the refrain (which, as in the Corri
version, is not repeated as it is in Handel). There is no immediate change
of instrumentation at the outset of the B section, but on the word “fior,”
there is unexpectedly a little burst of color with the addition of the bassoon.

Viardot sings Handel 17
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Then on “La vaghezza, la bellezza,” treble winds provide sonic ornamenta-
tion of the loveliness described. Finally, on “presto” the contrabass adds a
somewhat ominous note. For the return of the refrain, the orchestra is at
first reduced to strings and bassoon, but at “perderete la beltà” all of the
instruments enter, each part marked piano. The C section returns at first to
Handel’s string accompaniment. At “all’orror” there is a large forte indica-
tion above the score. Two measures later at “del primo…” the bassoons
enter, and then one measure later at “aspetto” all the other instruments
join in. A decrescendo marks the end of this section, and the final refrain
begins, piano, with only strings. At the repetition of the final three words,
“perderete la beltà,” Handel takes the opportunity to withdraw the string
accompaniment, leaving only continuo and an opportunity for a cadenza.
Gounod, in contrast, brings in the entire orchestra at this point, adding
three fermatas in the penultimate bar (as mentioned above), thus conclu-
ding the aria. In Handel’s setting, the string orchestra returns for a final
ritornello. Gounod uses the orchestra to distinguish the refrains from the
episodes, to heighten word painting, and to enhance the climaxes, especially
in section C at the text “all’orror …” and at the final cadence.

“Verdi prati” is the only piece among Viardot’s Handel materials to
include a reorchestration. In contrast, the copy of the scena from Hercules
for Dejanira, “Where shall I fly? – See the dreadful sisters rise,” is a close
facsimile of the original. It was probably copied for Viardot by Julius Rietz
around 1860.39 The two maintained a very active correspondence between
1858 and 1861. The score is not taken from the Arnold edition, but is copied
directly from Chrysander’s edition of 1859 – either before or immediately
after publication. Rietz was involved with the edition of Handel’s complete
works as a contributing editor to Susanna (1858), and his access to the
Hercules score may well indicate participation in that volume as well.

Whereas the Arnold edition of this scena provides full figuring and repeated
indications of tasto solo at points where the orchestra is playing tutti unisoni,
the Chrysander edition contains few figures and no tasto solo indications.

Rietz follows all of the markings of the Chrysander edition (or perhaps he
himself provided them to Chrysander), including the use of double bars at
specific points, the addition of adagio indications at two cadence points, and
an ossia for the voice in the first measure of the furioso. Unlike the published
score, Rietz uses abbreviations where there is repetition in a single part and
when multiple parts play unisono. The score includes extensive dynamic
indications lightly added in red pencil, including crescendo and decrescendo
wedges and a few tempo indications, which may have been added by Rietz
or, possibly, by Viardot herself (see Fig. 2.3).40 The manuscript overall is
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Figure 2.3 Handel, scene for Dejanira from Hercules, in Rietz’s hand (Houghton Library MS Mus
232 [77]; by permission of the Houghton Library, Harvard University)
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beautifully prepared, including a full title page stating: “Scene der Dejaneira/
aus dem dritten Theil des Oratoriums/ Hercules// G. F. Händel.”

The assortment of Handel items in the Viardot collection does not
form any kind of coherent unit, but it does seem to offer, with its apparent
decade-by-decade chronology, continuing evidence of interest in Handel’s
music among the best composers and performers of the period. It also
indicates the impact that the Arnold edition, the Chrysander edition, and
even single sheet publications had on the musical imaginations of receptive
minds. Further, the specific choice of repertory suggests interesting ties to
contemporary thought. Although it is not at all clear to me why Viardot
copied the movements she did from the twelve cantatas published by
Arnold, the singling out of “Verdi prati” and “Where shall I fly? – See the
dreadful sisters rise” from among the more than 1,000 arias by Handel
has more resonance. Both follow a rondo pattern rather than the standard
Baroque da capo. “Lascia ch’io pianga,” reorchestrated for Viardot by
Meyerbeer, is also a rondo; although it is written out as a da capo, the
A section follows an ABA pattern, and the “B” section thus becomes C in
the overall ABACABA shape. The rondo incorporated two elements that
played an important role in nineteenth-century arias: striking contrast for
dramatic effect coupled with sufficient repetition to allow for elaborate
variation. Of course, rondo form itself was not necessary to the pairing of
these two elements. One thinks immediately of such arias as Rosina’s “Una
voce poco fà” from Rossini’s Il barbiere di Siviglia, a cavatina that gives full
range to both. The role of Rosina was one of Viardot’s specialties. Perhaps,
however, the closest parallel to these Handel selections is the rondo “J’ai
perdu mon Eurydice” from Gluck’s Orphée.41

Gluck’s opera, adapted by Berlioz for Viardot in the title role, created
a sensation at its premiere in November 1859. As early as June 1859,
Viardot discussed the opera in her correspondence with Rietz, peppering
him with questions about the Italian version, specifically asking for
information on differences between the contralto and tenor, settings of
the role of Orpheus, intervals of transposition, and keys. After the pre-
miere, she joyfully wrote to him about the performance, giving him this
description of the rondo:

the number which marked the culminating point was the air “J’ai perdu mon
Euridice [sic].” I think I have discovered three good ways of delivering the motif.
The first time, sorrowful amazement, almost motionless. The second, choked
with tears (the applause lasted two minutes, and they wanted an encore!!!). The
third time, outbursts of despair. My poor Euridice remarked, as she arose: “Mph!
I thought that would last forever!”42
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Berlioz himself described the performance of this rondo in the Journal des
Débats:

It now remains for us to mention the culminating chef-d’œuvre of the great
artist in this creation of the rôle of Orphée; by this I mean her execution of the
celebrated air

J’ai perdu mon Eurydice.

Gluck somewhere made the remark: ‘Change the least nuance of this air in move-
ment or accent, and you turn it into a dance-tune.’ Mme. Viardot treated it as it
ought to be treated, that is to say, as what it is, one of those prodigies of expression
which are wellnigh incomprehensible for vulgar singers, and which are, alas, so
often desecrated. She delivered its theme in three different manners: at first in a slow
movement, with suppressed grief; then, after the episodical Adagio:

Mortel silence!
Vaine expérance!

Sotto voce, pianissimo, with a trembling voice choked by a flood of tears; and finally,
after the second Adagio, she took up the theme in a more animated movement,
withdrawing from the body of Eurydice, beside which she had been kneeling, and
rushing away, mad with despair, toward the other side of the stage, the very picture
of frenzy in her outcries and sobs. I shall not attempt to describe the excitement of
the audience at this overwhelming scene. Certain maladroit auditors even so far
forgot themselves as to cry ‘Bis!’ before the sublime passage:

Entends ma voix qui t’appelle,

[that is, after the second refrain] and great difficulty was experienced in
imposing silence upon them.43

I think it likely that Rietz sent the rondo-scena from Handel’s Hercules
to Viardot in direct response to her success in performing Gluck’s rondo.
Further, Viardot’s differentiation of each refrain in a rondo, assuming that
this practice predated her performance of Orphée, may also have influ-
enced Gounod’s varied orchestrations of the refrain in the adaptation
of Handel’s “Verdi prati.” Certainly, Viardot’s extraordinary ability to
communicate strong contrasts and to reinterpret music on repetition
influenced her choice of repertory and may explain the unusual number
of rondos among the Handel arias Viardot is known to have sung or
collected. She seems to have been uninterested in the typical da capo,
choosing instead those with strongly contrasting middle sections, such as
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“Farewell, ye limpid streams” from Jephtha. In a review from 1848, her
performance of the contrasts in this aria is given special notice: “The
genius of Viardot then asserted its supremacy by the splendid interpreta-
tion of Farewell, ye limpid streams (from Jephtha by Handel). The fervour
with which she poured forth the movement Brighter scenes [the B section],
her exquisite musical accent and her refined intellectual conception of the
sublime composition, created an altogether prodigious sensation.”44

Another thread that seems to connect the Handel selections in Viardot’s
collection to nineteenth-century repertory and to each other is their
relationship to the classics or to classical literature. “Lascia ch’io pianga”
comes from Rinaldo, based on Tasso’s Gerusalemme liberata. “Verdi
prati” is from Alcina, one of three operas by Handel based on Ariosto’s
Orlando furioso. And “Where shall I fly – See the dreadful sisters rise”
comes from Hercules, which was derived from an amalgam of classical
sources, including Sophocles and Ovid. Viardot, like many of her musical
contemporaries, found great inspiration in literature. She and Rietz corre-
spond about reading Goethe, and she tells him of her “creation of the role of
Lady Macbeth” that “it will be all the more a creation because, although
I know Shakespeare’s drama by heart, I have never seen it on the stage.”45

Viardot writes that Homer is her passion and that her “children knowHomer
as other children know fairy tales.”46 The description she gives Rietz of her
“great salon” is particularly evocative:

I have put my upright piano in it, and an étagère containing the works of
Shakespeare, Goethe, Schiller, Byron, the four great Italian poets; Don Quixote,
Homer, Eschylus, Uhland, the Bible, Heine, Hermann und Dorothea, the 2 vols. of
Lewes on Goethe. With the exception of Homer, of whom I have the translations by
Jacob and Monjé (I prefer the former), all these works are, be it understood, in the
original language.47

If we identify, as I think we can, the “four great Italian poets” as Dante,
Petrarch, Tasso, and Ariosto, then Viardot’s library contains the sources
of most of the Handelian repertory she chose to sing: the Bible, Tasso’s
Gerusalemme liberata, and Ariosto’s Orlando furioso. These choices also
reflect the interest in classical literature evident in much of nineteenth-
century opera, but especially the Gluck revivals, Berlioz’s Les Troyens (in the
composition of which Viardot for a time played an important role),48 and
Gounod’s first opera, Sapho. By contrast, Handel’s many historical operas,
such as had been featured at the Handel Commemoration or in the Arnold
edition, including Sosarme, Ottone, or Riccardo primo, attracted practically
no attention from Viardot at all.
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Viardot’s publication in 1860, under the title École classique du chant, of
select arias from the “classical period” sums up her interest in earlier music.
The collection contains fifty selections ranging from Lully to Rossini, each
introduced by Viardot in a paragraph which describes, with a psychological
insight not normally associated with mid-nineteenth-century operatic sin-
gers, how the emotional content of each should influence the interpretation.
She also provides a keyboard accompaniment and detailed performance
directives for the singer.49 Not surprisingly, Mozart leads in her choices
with nine selections, but Handel follows closely with eight. The collection
includes an aria from Lully’s Persée, which may be a remnant of the period
1850 to 1851 when Sand asked Viardot and Gounod for arrangements of
Lully’s music, as well as Pergolesi’s Sicilienne, which she had copied in the
library of the Abbé Santini in 1840. Her inclusion of a bass aria for Lucifer
from Handel’s La resurrezione may also derive from her study in Santini’s
library, but this work was published in the Arnold edition as well.50 Her
choice of an aria from Susanna, “Ask if yon damask rose be sweet,” probably
relates to Rietz’s involvement with Chrysander’s edition of this work. Rietz
may also have been the source for the bass aria from Joshua, “Shall I in
Mamre’s fertile plain,” as he was involved in editing that work as well.51

Rounding off these three selections fromHandel’s oratorios and ceremonial
music is a Latin “verset” from a Te Deum by Handel. In addition, Viardot
includes four theatrical selections, which, not surprisingly, emphasize clas-
sical and epic sources. They include Polyphemus’s “I rage – Oh, ruddier
than the cherry” from the ever-popular Acis and Galatea (Viardot calls it
a “mythological oratorio”), two selections from the epic Rinaldo (the duet
for the sirens, “Il vostro maggio,” and “Lascia ch’io pianga”), and “Piangerò”
from Giulio Cesare. Although the choice of an aria from an historical
opera is unusual, the particularly strong contrast in “Piangerò” must have
attracted Viardot. She writes of the aria being “divided into two sections,
which differ not only in rhythm, but also in feeling and expression.” She
then explains how this contrast should be expressed: “The first section, very
slow, needs to be sung sotto voce, with sweetness, with a calm sadness, and as
if resigned. The second section, much more animated, needs to express
the bitterness of a reproach, the fury of a curse. Then, with the reprise,
the emotion of sweet sadness returns.”52 The presentation of diametrically
opposed emotional states was one of Viardot’s greatest strengths.
Viardot’s interest in Handel’s work, especially his operas, is as intri-

guing as it is revealing. During a period when Handel’s theatrical work
was essentially unknown, Viardot and some of the most brilliant composers
of the nineteenth century took delight in exploring his music. In part their
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interest in earlier music was historical, as illustrated by Viardot’s collection
of autographs, her transcription of cantata arias, her publications, her score-
reading with Chopin and Gounod, and her musical exchanges and written
correspondence with Julius Rietz. But her interest did not stop there.
In collaboration with Meyerbeer, Gounod, and Rietz, and with the special
encouragement of George Sand, Viardot and her friends recreated themusic
of Handel for audiences that had otherwise lost touch with his operatic
works. Older music for themwas not merely a silent artifact to be preserved,
but a living, oral tradition with which to engage. That is, while honoring
earlier composers through the preservation of manuscripts and the estab-
lishment of critical editions, this elite group of musicians also took the
musical substance into their own hands and made it their own, melding
the fashions and legacies of the operatic past and present.
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51. A score of the oratorio reorchestrated by Rietz is preserved at the Openbare
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52. École classique du chant, “Air de l’opéra Jules César”: “L’air se divise en deux
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